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The physicist of an origin of forces of gravitation and range of S-radiations in 

whom threats from Space are shown 

V. Korniienko, Academy of diagnostics, Odessa, Ukraine, E-mail: kornie@ukr.net  

In article it is experimentally proved that any body has the quantum electromagnetic field which 

as a result of deformation generates electromagnetic radiations (S-radiations). The S-radiations 

properties found by us demonstrates that interaction of quantum electromagnetic fields of 

different bodies causes their mutual attraction which is gravitation forces. Besides, tension which 

arises in matter of celestial bodies under the influence of gravitation and forces of other origin, 

cause deformation of the quantum electromagnetic field of these bodies owing to what they 

generate space S-radiations which have filled all Universe. Therefore there is a range of S-

radiations in which we observed how in the summer of 2003 Earth and the Sun were occupied by 

a power information field which influence causes all global changes. In this range we also watch 

a space body which from a terrestrial orbit generates powerful S-radiations. Therefore, for the 

benefit of early identification of threats from Space, it is necessary to develop astronomical 

observations in a range of S-radiations. 
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1. Introduction 

There is a set of theories which describe gravitational interactions from which the General theory 

of relativity of Einstein dominates now, [1-3]. Nevertheless, the physics of an origin of forces of 

gravitation remains unknown. 

At the same time, we have for the first time found out that any intense matter generates unknown 

to science of the radiation (S-radiation) which visually and by means of the existing devices can't 

be found. The term "intense matter", in physics doesn't exist therefore we have entered him for 

designation of matter which has the internal tension which has arisen in her for various reasons. 

On the basis of the made experiments in article the hypothesis according to which in matter there 

is an elastic quantum electromagnetic field (QEF) is made. Forms his movement of the loaded 

elementary particles of which this matter consists that corresponds to provisions of the general 

theory of relativity, Electrodynamics and Quantum mechanics, [1,4]. In case of emergence in 

matter of tension, there is a deformation of her QEF therefore it generates S-radiations which are 

an unknown version electromagnetic energy. Therefore the origin and existence of S-radiations 

doesn't break the Law of energy conservation that, in relation to the electromagnetic field, is 

proved in the theorem of Poytinga, (Poynting's theorem), [5].  

The experimental proof of this hypothesis is provided in article, and also the physics of 

an origin space S-radiations which kind are the geopathgic radiations (GR) which existence the 

science takes not for granted, despite a set of publications about their properties, [6] is shown.  

At the same time it is shown that space S-radiations fill all Universe in a huge number that 

causes existence of a range of S-radiations in which occurring phenomena have the vital value 

for mankind. 

So, in the collection of papers of the World conference on climate change, Moscow, 

2003, ours is published messages on what we have found in a range of S-radiations in the 

summer of the same year as to Earth there has arrived from Space the power information field 

(EIF). The analysis of its properties has shown that occupation of EIF of Earth and the Sun will 
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accelerate global climate changes and will worsen health of the population, [7]. As has shown 

time, this forecast completely was confirmed. Moreover, our further researches give the grounds 

to believe that influence of EIF causes also growth of number of earthquakes and activity of 

volcanoes, including the Yellowstone supervolcano. Moreover, in a range of S-radiations since 

February, 2017 we watch an object from which the powerful S-radiations capable to create 

problems with health proceed. 

In this regard in article development of astronomical observations in a range of S-

radiations is offered what will open to science a way to knowledge of dark energy and matter and 

will allow to take in due time measures for protection of Earth against threats from Space.   

 

2. Results of our researches  

2.1 Technique 

We used the device to pilot study the GRV-compact which is produced in Russia in lots and is 

certified for carrying out medical and scientific research. The principle of his work is based on 

change of the area of electric discharge in the gas-discharge camera of the device at impact of S-

radiation on him. However, it is the device of discrete action and with his help to define the 

location of a source of S-radiations including GI is impossible. Therefore the technique provided 

participation in experiments of the expert sensor who in a palm determined presence of the S-

radiations recognizing from EIF or other objects that allowed to focus the device sensor in the 

necessary direction by feelings.    

However this device in factory completeness doesn't allow to carry out measurements in 

real time. Therefore we used the law of "sharp edges" according to which S-radiations leave 

intense matter through her pointed edges. For this reason the wooden ruler had a point, and as a 

steel sample of matter the chisel having the cutting edge was used. 

For the purpose of acceleration of process of researches we have developed to this device 

the special radiator of S-radiations executed in the form of a copper ring in which one end face is 

pointed which have established the GRV-compact over the gas-discharge camera of the device. 

At the same time the point of a ring has been directed towards this camera. The ring has been 

connected by a screened electric wire to the sensor which represented a plate from beryllium 

bronze (20х20х0,5 mm).  
Measurements were carried out by the device the GRV-compact in the automatic mode. 

At the same time parameters of the gas category in the camera of the device were fixed by the 

video camera. Quantity of impulses in a series we established from 30 to 40. Time between 

impulses – 3 sec. In the presence of sharp deviations in total of selection, 1-2 results were 

excluded from calculations. Results of mathematical processing of estimates of video filming in 

the form of charts and tables, were given by the computer connected to the device. They paid off 

according to the program with use of methods of mathematical statistics and probability theory 

from 95% confidential probability. 

   For S-radiation assessment which were generated by a wooden ruler (650 x 20 x 6 mm) 

as a result of her compression in a vice near one of her ends she had a point in the form of an 

edge. Point length – 30 mm. The sensor was placed from a ruler at distance about 80 mm in the 

direction of this point. During the experiment the end of the flat party a ruler, opposite to where 

there was a point, was clamped in a vice (effort of screwing up of the screw of a vice of-10 N x 

l). At compression of the range S-radiations left her point which were estimated by the device. 
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We also estimated S-radiations which I generated steel of a joiner's chisel (150 x 20 x 5 mm) at 

compression. At the same time the sensor was placed at distance of 80 mm from a chisel edge 

from where S-radiations proceeded. The chisel contracted in a vice for the party of 20 mm. 

Moment of a clip of a vice of-10 N x m. 

  We also estimated S-radiations which generated plates from beryllium bronze 

(110х28х0,5 mm) which resulted from their bend. For this purpose curved plates have been 

inserted in a coil opening with an adhesive tape. Sensor distance to plates – 80 mm (from an 

arrow of a bend of plates). 

For an exception of influence of EIF on results of experiments, before each experiment 

within 1-2 minutes we carried out cleaning of the building of EIF. Broadcasting by means of the 

tape recorder of an audio recording of mentally said phrase was for this purpose used: "You are 

absent, doesn't exist, dissipate". It was enough to clear of EIF the room for 30-40 minutes. 

Control of presence and emergence of EIF was carried out by the expert in feelings in a palm.  

 For an assessment of S-radiations which generate antennas of cellular communication as 

the intake the tube from organic glass which diameter made 40 mm with an axial opening with a 

diameter of 10 mm has been used. At the end of a tube the microphone of magnetoelectric 

system, with a diameter of 6 mm which has been connected to the loudspeaker through the 

magnetic amplifier has been installed. For an exception of transfer of electromagnetic waves of 

cellular communication, the loudspeaker, through a magnetic outcome, has been connected by a 

single-core wire to the ring described above which was established over the camera of the device 

the GRV-compact.  

  This tube was established on a support at distance of 30 meters from the antenna of 

cellular communication and has been aimed at her. Measurements of level of S-radiations which 

proceeded from antennas of cellular communication were carried out by means of the device the 

GRV-compact in two modes. First usual operating mode of the antenna. The second – with the 

connected converter of S-radiations to plugs of food 380V of the workstation of cellular 

communication which will transform and transmits signals to antennas of cellular 

communication. The neutralized device has been developed by us on the basis of properties of S-

radiations which efficiency was earlier repeatedly checked.  

  We have developed the directed sensor which differed from described above only by the 

fact that the tube from organic glass had length of 300 mm, and diameter of an axial opening - 4 

mm for astronomical observations.  

This sensor was installed on mount from the amateur telescope and by means of the 

computer program was directed at celestial bodies.  

This technique has allowed to receive results of estimates of GRV with data processing 

on the computer in automatic the mode according to the multiple-factor program. The result gave 

the computer in the form of charts. From these charts it is possible to calculate the level of S-

radiations in decibels as the work 10 on the relation of decimal logarithms of average values of 

the current and basic values of S-radiations in pixels. 

 

2.2 Experimental confirmation of ability of intense matter to generate S-radiations 

Charts of influence of S-radiations which are generated by intense matter, on the area of electric 

discharge are given in the device, received by processing on the computer of instrument readings 

according to the multiple-factor mathematical program below. 
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Fig. 1 Change of the area of the gas category in the device the GRV-camera at 

compression in a vice of a wooden ruler 

Where: selection 1 – the pointed wooden ruler is recorded in a vice (without 

compression); selection 2 – a ruler is compressed in a vice.  

1 charts submitted in fig. demonstrate that as a result of compression of a wooden ruler, 

her matter generates S-radiations which leave her point. 

 

The fig. 2 Change of the Area of Electric Discharge depending on number of intense 

plates from beryllium bronze 
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Where: selection 1 – a background of S-radiations in the building; selection 2 – S-

radiations which are generated by matter of one of a curved and zanevolenny plate in such state 

from beryllium bronze; selection 3 – the same for two plates. 

Charts submitted in fig.2 demonstrate that the bend of plates from beryllium bronze 

generates tension in her matters as a result of which it generates S-radiations. 

 

The fig. 3 Change of the Area of Electric Discharge in the Device under the influence of S-

radiations which are generated by matter of a steel chisel  

Where: selection 1 - a chisel is recorded in a vice not compressed); selection 2 – a chisel is 

clamped in a laboratory vice.  

Follows from these charts that at compression in a vice of a steel chisel, her matter 

generates S-radiations which influence reduces the area of electric discharge in the device. These 

and other results of our researches demonstrate that any intense matter generate S-radiations.  

2.3. Physics of an origin of S-radiations and touch feelings of the person  

In fig. 1 and 2 follows from charts that at deformation of a wooden ruler and plates from 

beryllium bronze, their matter generates S-radiations.  Generates them and a steel chisel in spite 

of the fact that the moment of her compression in a desktop vice, isn't capable to cause even the 

most insignificant deformation of the tempered chisel steel.   

Therefore to understand the nature of emergence of S-radiations in a chisel, we will 

mentally imagine matter with the greatest possible increase. At the same time, according to 

modern ideas of matter, [1], it will turn out that in matter there is nothing. There is an emptiness 

which insignificant volume is filled by atoms, and all other space is occupied by streams the of 

charged elementary particles particles which movement, according to laws of electrodynamics, 

forms matter QEF. QEF occupies matter of all chisel and even goes beyond his limits. At the 
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same time it, as well as any electromagnetic field, has elasticity. Matter of a vice also possesses 

elastic QEF therefore at compression in a vice, even before chisel matter deformation, there is a 

deformation of her QEF. Therefore from him, through the weakest point of this field which the 

chisel edge is the stream of electromagnetic energy leaves him in the form of S-radiations. 

For the same reason, at compression of a wooden line of her QEF generates S-radiations. 

However, unlike chisel matter, in a line there is also a wood deformation. At a bend of platinum 

from beryllium bronze of her QEF also generates S-radiations which, in view of absence in point 

plates, not so concentrated.  

In view of the fact that, along with devices we used also touch feelings of experts, we will 

consider physics of their emergence in a palm of the person regarding legitimacy of application 

of these feelings in researches. For this purpose we have held testing of students of the Odessa 

national medical university. At the same time it has turned out that from 100 students only 15% 

showed high sensitivity in a palm to S-radiations, another 65% felt them, but to a lesser extent. 

Other 20% have declared that nothing was felt. However, in Odessa there are training courses on 

which such feelings develop at any person. 

The physics of touch feelings is based that S-radiations consist of the electromagnetic 

energy formed by streams of the loaded elementary particles which are a basis of any matter. 

Therefore their impact on the person causes changes in matter of his organism at the level of 

energy of elementary particles of which it consists. Depending on an individual susceptibility, 

people feels S-radiations as a palm integument in the form of prickings, heat or cold. At the same 

time if in due time not to take away a palm from a stream of S-radiations, then in a stomach there 

is rather strong pain. Long influence of S-radiations, causes, as well as from influence of GR, 

organic changes in matter of an organism and, as a result a serious illness. 

Therefore touch feelings of S-radiations are normal human feeling which reports to an 

organism about danger and him it is lawful, but is careful, to apply in some types of physical 

researches.    

2.4. Origin of space S-radiations, including GR  

Intense matter is present at the nature everywhere, but in the greatest number of S-radiation 

Earth in the form of GR which leave from under the earth generates and, through all 

overlappings of multystoried buildings, leave up. In palms of experts of GI cause the same 

feelings as S-radiations. Besides, GR, as well as S-radiations, freely pass through any matter. 

ouch feel we have found out that generate S-radiations also the Sun, the Moon and the closest 

planets of Solar system what scientists don't know of. 

At the same time, it is extremely simple to prove an origin of space S-radiations and GR. 

For this purpose it is only enough to abstract and remember that any intense matter generates S-

radiations, and all celestial bodies are in the orbits only because they are held there by forces of 

space gravitation. Under the influence of these, and other forces, matter of these bodies tests 

tension therefore QEF of this matter experiences deformation and generates streams of quantum 

electromagnetic energy which is space S-radiations. The earth, as well as any space body, is in 

the same conditions therefore also generates S-radiations which are known as GR. It is also the 
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proof of physics and an origin of GR and space S-radiations. Also instrument confirmation 

existence of GR which is shown in fig. 4 is received by us. 

 

 

 

The fig. 4 Chart of Influence Energy GR on the area of electric discharges in the device the 

GRV-compact within 24 hours (an interval between categories-2 of minute) 

The minimum dispersion of the areas electric x categories in this chart demonstrates existence 

energy GR. The wave nature of their change is caused by change in intense matter of Earth as a 

result of the movement of the Moon on an orbit.  

2.5 Technogenic S-radiations 

The case has helped to open their origin. Once my friend, MD Borodulin S. D., has built a frame 

pyramid from wooden laths and has asked me to estimate to her power engineering specialist. 

The pyramid was 2 meters high and had the same proportions, as well as the Egyptian pyramids. 

Touch inspection has shown that the space between edges of each of three parties of a 

pyramid has filled the elastic field of S-radiations which thickness made 40-50 cm. However in 

the fourth party the field was absent. The reason has turned out that the lath which framed the 

lower part of this party was shorter, than followed therefore the gap 6-7 cm wide in her frame 

was formed. After elimination of a gap, in this party of a pyramid there was the same field, as 

well as in other three. From this it became clear that the field in the parties of a pyramid GR, i.e. 

terrestrial S-radiations are formed as a result of crossing by their streams. Crossing each of the 

parties of a pyramid, they direct in laths which frame the parties of a pyramid, streams of S-

radiations which circulation causes emergence in the parties of a pyramid of the field of S-
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radiations. Therefore, operation of the law of electromagnetic induction of Faraday extends to S-

radiations.  

It has allowed to make a hypothesis that any electrical machine which has a rotor and the 

stator is the generator of S-radiations. It is caused by the fact that at rotation of a rotor there are 

centrifugal forces from which deformation of QEF of his matter results owing to what streams of 

S-radiations are formed. They cross windings of the stator and induce in them streams of similar 

S-radiations. For this reason generators of power plants together with electric current develops 

also S-radiations which together with it are transferred on electric networks to any distances. But 

in view of the fact that devices for their registration don't exist, this property of electrical 

machines is unknown to science. 

For check of this hypothesis we have replaced a regular rotor in the 1 kW asynchronous 

electric motor with another. It consisted of the feedwell in which there were packages from 

curved and the zanevolennykh in such condition of plates from beryllium bronze owing to what 

they constantly generated S-radiations, [8]. By means of the electric drive we have given to this 

rotor rotation therefore its S-radiations began to cross windings of the stator and to direct in them 

streams of S-radiations. Therefore connection of loading to plugs of it, (now the generator of S-

radiations), has caused formation of the closed contour for the movement of streams of S-

radiations. 

By means of this generator we have opened many properties of S-radiations. In particular, 

have established that they react to semiconductors and condensers the same as electric current. 

But, under suitable conditions, S-radiations separate from electric current and leave in 

surrounding to the environment in the form of the steady field of the same name, [8]. 

These properties demonstrate that S-radiations which are present at electric network will 

be transformed in devices of cellular communication and in other high-frequency equipment, to 

high-frequency S-radiations. As a part of radio waves they, according to properties of S-

radiations, they go out of antennas of cellular communication pollute the environment high-

frequency fields of S-radiations.   

For check of this conclusion we have made an experiment on neutralization of S-

radiations in the workstation of cellular communication which result is presented in fig. 5. This 

station has been established on the top floor of the building of the Promsvyaz plant in Odessa to 

which the antennas of cellular communication installed over a roof of this building are 

connected. 
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The fig. 5 Influence of Connection of Converter of S-radiations to network 220/380B on plugs of 

the workstation of cellular communication on the level of S-radiations which generate antennas 

of cellular communication  

Where: selection 1 – S-radiations which are generated by the antenna of cellular communication 

after connection of converter; selection 2 – S-radiations which are generated by the antenna of 

cellular communication without converter 

On rice 5 follows from charts that antennas of cellular communication generate powerful S-

radiations to the environment (selection 2). However, at connection of S-radiations converter to 

electric network of the station, influence of S-radiations which are generated by the antenna on 

the area of the gas category in the device, has decreased (selection 1). This chart demonstrates 

that antennas of cellular communication generate S-radiations which can be neutralized thus. The 

dispersion of the provided data is caused by the fact that especially for this experiment we didn't 

develop converter of S-radiations, and used developed for other purposes. Nevertheless, the 

charts provided on fig. 6 demonstrate that antennas of cellular communication generate S- 

radiations which pollute the environment.  

Come to household refrigerators S-radiation together with electric current, at the same 

time they are in addition developed by also refrigerating unit. These S-radiations pass through 

walls of the refrigerator and packing and are absorbed in products. For an assessment of their 

influence on tastes of products have been carried out interdepartmental comparative tests of 

products which were stored in two refrigerators, our device has been connected to one of which. 

The conclusion of all 4 commissions, each of which consisted of 10 qualified tasters, have shown 

that connection to the refrigerator of the device which neutralizes S-radiations improves taste of 

the products which are stored in him almost by 3 times in comparison with the same products 

from the control refrigerator, [9]. We didn't carry out influence of consumption of products 

which are sated with S-radiations in the refrigerator. But researchers have established long ago 

that under the influence of GR there are various diseases, [6]. At the same time the origin of GR 
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and S - radiation has the identical nature therefore consumption of products of their refrigerators 

definitely promotes developing of diseases. 

 For the same reason any physiotherapeutic and massage equipment, and also computers, 

mobile phones, TVs, etc. generate S-radiations, not only pollute them the environment, but also 

cause developing of diseases. 

2.6  Properties of S-radiations 

The researches conducted including by means of ours generatorass-radiations, have allowed to 

open their many properties. Only some of them which are related to article subject are given 

below: 

2.6.1. S-radiations are a version electromagnetic energy which isn't registered by the devices 

existing in electrical equipment;  

2.6.2.S-radiations are capable to transfer in the structure heat, and also information which 

influences a condition of matter (health of the person), [10];  

2.6.2. S-radiations interact with the field of a permanent magnet which carries away them in a 

circulation, as magnetic power lines, but he will be spaced from a magnet at much bigger 

distance, than magnetic power lines. 

2.6.3. Presence at electric network of S-radiations are caused that in the course of magnetization 

of magnetic materials the permanent magnet which has not only well-known magnetic field, but 

also QEF is formed. At the same time this field exists in parallel and independently from each 

other.   

2.8. Physics of forces of gravitational interaction 

It has been shown above that any matter possesses QEF. At the same time, the Universe is filled 

with matter both visible, and dark which share makes 95%, [11]. At the same time it is 

established that the speed of distribution of gravitation is close to infinite, [12]. It follows from 

this that a mustache of QEF of matter of the Universe are united in the uniform elastic quantum 

electromagnetic field. In this case gravitation is transferred instantly, approximately the same as 

water in water taps appears along with inclusion of a latch at the pump station which is for one 

hundred kilometers from the city. With that difference that waves of quantum electromagnetic 

energy which perceive elastic QEF of her matter are transferred in our case on the Universe. 

Therefore, in the power plan, the Universe represents a uniform organism in which gravitation is 

transferred due to elasticity her to QEF, and her speed can quite be estimated in millions of light 

years.  

As for an origin of forces of gravitation, judging from the fact that a basis of QEF is the 

movement of elementary particles of matter, these forces differ in nothing from those forces 

which hold matter together. At the same time carriers of forces of gravitation are counter flows 

of electromagnetic (quantum) energy between bodies. 

So, for example, it is widely known that to an integument of many people as if spoons, 

irons and other products made their not magnetic materials stick. Physicists doesn't comment on 
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it in any way. But in the light of presence at financially body of QEF, it becomes clear that in 

this case there is an interaction of QEF of a body of the person and QEF of a subject which 

attracts these objects. It is also manifestation of forces of gravitation in micro scale. Celestial 

bodies have much more powerful QEF therefore also the attraction between them is much 

stronger. 

This general explanation of physics of forces of gravitation which keeps within a 

Coulomb's law framework. Nevertheless, it gives a concept about the principle of operation of 

UFO aircraft in which gravitation forces are used that allows to start design of aircraft with use 

of these forces. 

At the same time the reason for which gravitation works only for an attraction of bodies 

will become clear after the quantum mechanics deals with the theory of the mechanism of 

interaction of the loaded elementary particles which provides integrity of matter.  

2.7 Power information fields and their origin 

In the fall of 2002 we have touch feel found far in Space area which was sharply allocated 

against the background of night with the S-radiations. She quickly grew and in the summer of 

2003 has arrived to Earth in the form of the huge EIF. On arrival, the main part of EIF has left to 

the north. But near Odessa from him three fields on 10 km in the diameter and 1,5 km high have 

separated. Soon they were divided into EIF which dimeter didn't exceed 1,5 km. In month and 

this field were divided into smaller EIF which diameter didn't exceed 30 meters which clusters 

and quite purposefully scattered in different directions across all Eurasia and, presumably, on all 

Earth. They I hanged at antennas of cellular communication at distance of 40-50 meters and thin 

beams absorbed from them S-radiations. At the same time they didn't forget to absorb beams 

through any the floor of buildings of S-radiation from people and household appliances. Power 

of this absorption was then such is that she caused dizziness in many. But this people didn't feel 

absorption, and to take cover from EIF there was no opportunity. [7,13] 

Then we have established that if towards EIF which hangs over the house, mentally to 

say the phrase: "You are absent, doesn't exist, dissipate", it instantly departed. Therefore we have 

come to a conclusion that EIF are an invisible high-organized form of extracellular life. We have 

recorded this phrase with the tape recorder and since then we apply her broadcasting to cleaning 

of the building of EIF.   

Arrival of EIF to Earth was marked by the fact that within August, 2003 in Paris and in 

the north of Italy, over 70 thousand people have died. On TV then showed how corpses of people 

on streets of Paris collected in trucks. But the science has decided that they have died from the 

40th-degree heat which stood at this time. A cause of death of these people – warmly vascular 

insufficiency. However EIF properties suggest that death of people has occurred because of 

absorption of energy from them. The heat has only relaxed people that has allowed EIF which at 

that time had diameter of 1,5 km, without limit to absorb from them energy, as was the reason of 

cardiovascular insufficiency. But the tragedy this mass death of people didn't become since 

generally needy sectors of society have died. 

By the end of 2004 of EIF have fallen from the atmosphere and occupied buildings and 

transport. Since then and the present mankind lives in the environment of this field which 
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absorbs from them energy because of what many people then complained of a sleep disorder and 

dizziness. But, gradually this absorption became dosed and the condition of people was 

stabilized. After EIF have merged with GI from where they absorb energy therefore GI beam 

focus, i.e. his most intensive part, has disappeared. At the same time the level of energy of GI 

became indistinguishable from a building background which as a result of this occupation, has 

raised. Now it is easy to find this occupation by means of a biolocational frame and the audio 

recording mentioned above. The matter is that after occupation, the frame has ceased to react to 

GI and with her help it is impossible to define GI locations now. Earlier, before emergence on 

Earth of EIF, the frame behaved as follows: at her approach to GI beam she deviated in one of 

the parties. At the time of crossing of the center of a beam, the frame deviated to the opposite 

side. When crossing border of a beam, the frame reverted to the original state.  

 Now, owing to existence in the building of EIF, at approach of a frame to GI beam, she 

deviates only in one of the parties and remains in such situation constantly. 

However, if to clear the building of EIF by means of broadcast of the frightening-off 

record, then the biolocational frame begins to work at once as before occupation of the building 

of EIF. It also demonstrates existence in the building of EIF. 

It is possible to establish the fact of occupation of EIF of the building also by means of 

the device the GRV-compact. So, on fig. 6 the chart which confirms the fact occupation of EIF 

of the building is provided. For this purpose we have applied cleaning of the building with way 

broadcast of the frightening-off record and an assessment with the device the GRV-compact of 

level of energy of EIF and GR. 

 

The fig. 6 Influence of Cleaning of the Building from EIF and GR on a background of S-

radiations in the building 
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Where: selection 1 – the level of a background of the building and GI before cleaning of EIF; 

selection 2 – the GR level after cleaning of the building of EIF; selection 3 – building 

background level after cleaning of EIF. 

In fig. 6 follows from charts that before cleaning of the building of EIF, the background 

of its S-radiations (selection 1), merged with GR. However, after cleaning of the building of EIF 

there was a sharp decrease in level of a background of the building therefore his power 

engineering specialist improves (selection 3), but at the same time the GR level was left without 

changes (selection 2).  

This chart demonstrates that the building has been occupied by EIF which absorbed 

energy from GR. Therefore the level of a background of the building has increased, and the 

environment in the building became adverse for the person. After cleaning of the building of EIF 

influence of a background of the building on the area of electric discharge I have decreased that 

demonstrates that in him there are no EIF, and the environment became favorable for the person. 

Before arrival of EIF the level of activity of the Sun was very high. However to fall of 

2003 it has decreased to unprecedentedly low level and since then so far remains invariable. At 

the same time, according to data of NASA, the 24th solar cycle becomes the weakest for the last 

100 years, [14]. Therefore, EIF occupied not only Earth, but also the Sun. 

2.8. Consequences which were caused by occupation of EIF of Earth and the Sun  

2.8.1. Changes in the Sun 

After 2003 activity of the Sun has sharply decreased and since then remains at unprecedentedly 

low level that scientists state and state in this respect gloomy forecasts.  

At the same time, we have touch feel established that after 2003 the crown of the Sun has begun 

to generate ring waves of solar S-radiations as a part of which there is a high-temperature deep 

solar heat. Up to 2016 these waves went with a frequency of 6 waves a minute and reached Earth 

in 30 seconds. That is their speed exceeded velocity of light 16,7 times. However the 

measurements which are carried out on April 2, 2017 have shown that the speed of these waves 

has sharply decreased, and doesn't exceed velocity of light any more, and width of the front of a 

wave has increased several times. At the same time at all distance from the Sun to Earth 3 waves 

are located, the front of each of which is approximately equal to distance between waves, and 

temperature of solar heat which they transfer has decreased several times and became hardly 

notable.   

I don't comment on this information, in hope that astronomers will give her an assessment 

regarding connection of these waves with acceleration of thawing of polar ice. If it is required, 

then such observations can be carried out by means of the device, by the technique given in 

article.  

2.8.2. Influence of EIF on global changes on Earth 

2.8.2.1. State of health of people. Our observations demonstrate that living conditions for people 

on Earth from the moment of arrival of EIF have worsened because there were autonomous EIF, 

with a diameter of 15-20 cm. They have property to suck away from the person vital for him 
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energy that is capable to cause severe pains in any body, or drowsiness and deterioration in the 

general health. Therefore the number of cancer and warmly vascular diseases grows. Besides, 

many people feel cold and painful damages of skin in a bed. However, if to banish this EIF, then 

these feelings at once pass.      

2.8.2.2. Thawing of polar ice. It was mentioned above that EIF suck away energy from GR. At 

the same time, our researches have shown that the permanent magnet has property to create the 

field which has property to reflect streams of similar energy, (item 2.6.3) from S-radiations. 

Taking into account that the science accepts a permanent magnet as model of magnetic field of 

Earth, it becomes clear that magnetic field of Earth in an upper atmosphere forms a layer which 

reflects space S-radiations of GR energy. Therefore, the suction of EIF of energy from GR 

causes deficiency of these energy in a protective layer of Earth. Therefore his reflective ability 

decreases therefore space S-radiations pass through this layer. However magnetic field of Earth 

captures them and pumps over through planet poles. For this reason near poles of the planet 

concentration of space S-radiations has increased and I became approximately such, so in 

A.Golod's pyramid. In this pyramid because it, in fact, is a trap for GR, [10], concentration of S-

radiations therefore water loses property to freeze in any frosts, [15] grows. For this reason polar 

ice thaws that affects global climate, and also global sea level increases.    

2.8.2.3. Growth of number of earthquakes and explosions of volcanoes. We have developed a 

method of search of hydrocarbons (HC) in space pictures in a range of S-radiations. He has 

allowed to find near Earth poles huge fields of HC in which there is a synthesis of HC from sea 

water under the influence of space S-radiations. These fields leave vertical deep breaks of crust 

on which, as on tunnels, enormous volumes of HC migrate to the equator. On the way they cross 

all known fields of HC, and also seismically dangerous zones and volcanoes. At this HC deeply 

get in jointed mountain breeds where they are heated by heat of Earth that creates conditions for 

the HC transformation to explosives. Their explosions also cause growth of number of 

earthquakes and explosions of volcanoes, including activity of the Yelloustronsky volcano which 

feeds yo19 tunnels at once yours faithfully grows. While in usual volcanoes of HC about 1-3 

tunnels migrate.  

From stated above it is possible to draw a conclusion that arrival of EIF has caused many 

disasters. 

2.9. What has attracted EIF to Earth and in the Sun? 

Such question has arisen by itself because as a part of only our galaxy there are from 200 to 400 

billion stars, and the Solar system is on its periphery. Therefore probability that EIF could casual 

arrive on Earth and the Sun is insignificant is small. Therefore, something has attracted him to 

us. Therefore we have made small investigation.  

EIF has arrived to the region of Odessa Bay on the other side of which, in Yevpatoriya, 

there is a radio station of long-distance space communication. Therefore we have asked the 

management of this radio station a question – the radio station signals to the area of the  

constellation of Bootes where we have for the first time found EIF broadcast them. We were 

answered that is valid, to this area of Space this radio station 2 times, by request of one 

American firm which financed broadcasting with an appeal to respond to brothers on reason. The 
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first broadcasting has taken place in 2001, and the second in May, 2003, before the arrival of 

EIF.  

Thus, it became clear that signals of this radio station served as a beacon for EIF on 

which these have arrived "brothers on reason". According to SETI, this firm soon left business. 

Judging by our observations, on Earth of EIF nothing, except a suction of energy, 

interests. It doesn't come into contacts, but understands thoughts of the person. Their purpose 

isn't extermination of mankind because, judging by events in Paris, it could destroy him in 2003. 

However, activity of EIF which happens at the quantum level of matter, causes change of an 

environment on Earth, up to catastrophic. 

2.10. Relevance of astronomical observations in a range of S-radiations 

As it has been proved above, all celestial bodies generate space S-radiations that indicates 

expediency of astronomical observations in this range. First of all it will allow to reveal in due 

time approach of objects which can't be observed visually and the existing devices. Bright 

example for that occupation of Earth and Sun EIF.  

Besides, we have found out that, since the middle of February, 2017 in Odessa, Ukraine, 

right after sunset, from Space, from the West (an azimuth of 250 degrees) there is a stream of S-

radiations it is unknown origins which goes in the beginning at an angle 30-35 degrees to the 

horizon. Gradually this source of S-radiations rises over the horizon and by 7 in the morning it 

appears in a zenith. At the same time his azimuth doesn't change. Therefore, this source is in an 

orbit of Earth and generates powerful S-radiations which are capable to exert negative impacts 

on human health.  

It is easy to determine coordinates of this object in a range of S-radiations that, perhaps, 

will allow to take the appropriate measures of safety. For example, if this object is new EIF, then 

he can quite be banished in the way broadcast of information in a range of S-radiations which 

will force him to go back home.  

In a range of S-radiations it is possible to watch the known celestial bodies also. For 

example, we have carried out an assessment of level of S-radiations which generate stars of 

Betelgeuse and Polluks, and also Long. Results of these measurements are shown in fig.7 
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Fig. 7. Charts of influence of S-radiations which proceed from celestial bodies, on the area of 

electric discharge in the device with an interval 3 sec. 

Where selections are shown: 1 - The area of the constellation of the Aries which has been chosen 

as a background; 2 – star of Betelgeuse; 3 star of Polluks; 4 – Moon. 

At the choice of objects for an assessment we were guided by the following: 

1. The area of the constellation of the Aries, has been accepted as a basic background, in a type 

of the fact that there few visible large stars; 

2. Astronomers are disturbed by the fact that the huge star of Betelgeuse to which distance makes 

620 thousand light years has blown up, or will soon blow up that can constitute danger to 

mankind. 

3. The choice of a star of Polluks which is from Earth at distance 33,7 light years is caused by 

that, it is one of the brightest stars which were visible during measurements.  

4. The moon – the fact that at this time there was a full moon when the level of its S-radiations 

maximum. 

Follows from these charts also that the level of S-radiations which generate these celestial bodies 

identical, despite big differences of power and of distance to Earth. At the same time, judging by 

feelings in a palm, from a star of Betelgeuse there are strongest S-radiations from which 

background occupied about 70 degrees of a sky while a background from other celestial bodies – 

not further 5 degrees. It confirms the statement stated earlier that in the atmosphere there is a 

layer which reflects and levels the level of space S-radiations.  

Therefore exact observations in a range of S-radiations should be carried out from Space. 

Conclusion 
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The experimental proofs of existence provided in article in QEF matter have allowed: 

1. to open physics of an origin of forces of gravitational interaction that allows to start design of 

UFO aircraft; 

2. to establish an origin of GR and space S-radiations; 

3. to open that only elimination on the basis of standards of emission from the equipment of S-

radiations will allow to stop further deterioration in human health, ecology, climate, to reduce 

number of earthquakes and explosions of volcanoes; 

4. to show that the main health hazard of people in Space is constituted by anthropogenic and 

space S-radiations from which they need to be protected;  

5. to prove existence of a range of S-radiations in which astronomical observations allow to 

watch dark energy and dark matters that will allow to reveal in due time threats for mankind 

which can't be established by other methods of observations; 

6. to understand that broadcasts of radio stations of long-distance space communication to 

respond to brothers on reason are capable to attract life forms which are capable to destroy 

mankind 

 

Thanks. The author expresses gratitude to astronomers, doctors of physical and mathematical 

sciences V. G. Karetnikova. and Ya. S. Yatskiva for assistance in observations of EIF and 

remarks which have been considered by preparation of this article. 
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